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Meet the Team!
Team Without a Cool Acronym (or T.W.C.A. for short), is a 2nd year FTC team
organized with Washington County 4H in Hurricane, Utah. FIRST experience on
our team ranges from 6-year veterans to 1st-year newbies. Our team was
originally founded by team captain Katelyn Hummel and her (now alumni)
sister Jocelyn after competing for a year as 9761 PrestidigiTaters. They
saw the need to start a new FTC team in their community and branched off
from their original team. This made FTC accessible to 7 students that
otherwise would have not had access to the program.
A unique thing about our team is that it is based on
the animated television show Phineas and Ferb. The show
is about above-average inventive children, (brilliant
with mechanical engineering)... and their pet (secret
agent) platypus, Perry. Perry is an agent for the
Organization Without a Cool Acronym (or OWCA for
short).
Our team has had personal contact with the creators of
Phineas and Ferb, Dan Povenmire and Jeff “Swampy” Marsh
(@mmonogram comment on the left photo) through
Instagram direct messages and e-mails. They are both
extremely supportive of our team and have
mentioned/shared our team with their combined 60,000
followers
Swampy Marsh
has offered to
create a team
caricature for
us soon where he will draw us in
the style of his Phineas and Ferb
characters. We are hoping to have
this to share with everyone soon!
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About our Members:[Reference
Katelyn Hummel

Captain - Founder
6 years in FIRST
Mechanical
Engineering
Calvin Hummel

5 years in FIRST
3D
Printing/Assistant
Build
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EN Page:8]

Brooklynn Jacob

Gerrod Nelson

Co-captain
Rookie
Engineering
Notebook/Driver

4 years in FIRST
Programming/Driver

Madi Bringhurst

Teslyn Hummel

Rookie
Assistant
Build/Outreach

FTC Rookie/3 years
FIRST LEGO League
Graphic
Design/Outreach

Alex Bracken

2 years in FIRST
CAD/Mechanical
Engineering/Drive
Coach
Perry the Platyborg

Rookie (8 months
old)
Robot

2020-2021 GOALS
Team Growth & Achievement
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Recruit new members.
Share the message of FIRST
with our community.
Fundraise $5,000
Build a robot to meet season
challenge
Find new mentors in the
technical community
Grow our social media
following.
Teach.
Win Inspire Award at a
qualifier.
Win Inspire Award at State.

Robot Building & Game Goals
✓
✓

●
●

✓
✓

●

✓

●

✓

●
●

✓
✓

●
●

?
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Learn how to CAD robot.
Learn how to use webcam and
tensorflow to identify ring
stacks.
Learn how to use odometry
for autonomous navigation.
Deliver wobble goal in
autonomous
Park on the line.
Shoot rings into the top
tower goal.
Shoot Powershots.
Place both wobble goals in
the drop zone.

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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CONNECT

Last year we created some
great sponsorship bonds. We
contacted local companies who
were eager to either support
us for a second year or
become a new sponsor. We even
had companies like Zonos and
RAM Company contact us. We
started the season off with
grants from USU Extension 4H,
Southern Utah University,
Weber State University & Dept
of Defense.
[Reference EN Page:34]
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Technological Community Connections and How They Helped Us:
[Reference EN Page:213-215]

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

d.B Systems - Hallie Bonfonti & Jared Hummel. They are the manufacturer
of air navigation antennas in Hurricane Utah. They help us with 3D
printing, technical consulting,and machining equipment.
RAM Company - James Wigton is an engineer that has been assigned to
work with our team. James is allotted 1 hour of paid work time every
week to assist our team and helps us troubleshoot systems on our robot,
specifically our intake and shooter.
Witting Innovation - Daryl Zitting (Biomedical Engineer) and Brent
Weight (Mechanical Engineer) own this Medical Product Development
company in Hurricane, Utah. They emphasized the importance of drive
practice in conditions that were not optimal. They suggested placing
obstacles in the way that could simulate real competition conditions so
that we would be better prepared.
Paul Hill, Ed Larsen, Abbey Bean (USU Extension) - This trio provided
us with funding and innovation equipment. They gave access to the 4H
makerspace for our building needs and provided us with training so that
we could make custom robot parts.
Cari Heizer - Outreach coordinator for DSU STEM helps us find volunteer
and outreach opportunities. She facilitated our connection with RAM
Company. She provides us with tech resources on an as needed basis.
Laurel Dodgion - FTC Utah PDP assists our teams with access to funding,
parts and outreach. She facilitated our connection with sponsor
Metalcraft Technologies.
Bret Frampton - A machinist and mechanical engineer with 3X Industries
helped us work through ideas for our wobble goal system.
Bailee Allen - FTC Alumni and 2X World Championship competitor helped
us refine our engineering portfolio.

Honoring our Mentors & Sponsors:
Our youngest member, Teslyn, has been working hard to learn Adobe
Illustrator. She designed plaques to thank our sponsors and then cut/etched
them by using a Glowforge! Design inspired by the trophies at the West High
Qualifier.
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Design
Meet our Robot: Perry the Platyborg

[Reference EN Page:226-283]

Design Features:
●

●

●
●
●
●

Custom wheel guard plates
protect wheels from damage,
spoke pattern reduces weight.
Motors mounted over wheels using
1:1 miter gears and pulleys to
provide maximum interior space
for intake and shooter.
Compartmentalized systems are
easily removable.
System of round belts guide
rings into holding compartment.
Flywheel weighted to keep
spinning momentum between shots.
Color scheme fits the team
brand.

We decided to multitask by giving the electronic components to Gerrod for
foundational programming while Katelyn designed and built the robot chassis
Katelyn learned how to use Autodesk Inventor to CAD ideas for a chassis that
would have plenty of room in the middle for the mounting of an intake and
shooting mechanism. These ideas began as paper sketches and then became CAD
sketches.
(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 1) - This first idea played with the dimensions and an idea
for top mounting motors to make room for odometry pods in between the wheels.
[Reference EN Page:88-89,226-228,287]

(Chassis Wheel Guard Design
Version 2) - Redesigned spoke
pattern for motor mounts.Cut out
of

⅛”

Birch Plywood with Glowforge

Laser Cutter.
[Reference EN
Page:92,104,229-230,288]
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(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 3) - After examining the prototype, we updated the design
with a thicker spoke pattern for better support, added more mounting holes so that we could
mount the left wheel assembly to the right wheel assembly, and added team numbers in Adobe
Illustrator when we prepared the plates for cutting on the Glowforge.
[Reference EN Page:110-118,231-238,289]
CAD Rendering of Wheel Guards

Wheel Guards in Adobe Illustrator

Chassis Only After Assembly

Complete Robot for West High Qualifier

(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 4) - As we built version 3, we made note of things we wanted
to improve in our design. Big upgrades included planned holes in the wall plates for wiring,
mounting locations for distance sensors and holes to move the REV Hubs further from the ground
(to further combat against electrostatic discharge). We also became better at making assemblies.
[Reference EN Page:177,182-183,290,294-295]
Updated CAD Rendering of Chassis & Complete Robot for Hurricane Qualifier & State
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[Reference EN Page:251-261]

(Ring Shooter Design Version 1) - Katelyn put together a prototype first and then mounted it to
our robot for space fitting. This version went through 3 iterations.
1. 1 motorized flywheel, 2nd wheel free spinning, 3 rings held by standoffs.
2. Change 2nd wheel to fixed, 3 rings in 3D printed holder (CAD Below).
3. Remove 3D holder because of space, robot only holds 2 rings (3 in auto only)
[Reference EN Page:98-99,263-264]

We made 6 iterations of our ring holder design:
CAD mockup of flywheel
assembly

Ring Holder V1

Ring Holder V2

Ring Holder V3

Ring Holder V4

Ring Holder V5

Ring Holder V6

Ring Holder Mounted

[Reference EN Page:128,132,135-142,148,267-273,300-303]
(Ring Shooter Design Versions 2-4) - We decided to abandon the 3D printed ring holder and made
these changes to our flywheel assembly.
-

Change AndyMark compliant flywheel to a solid goBILDA Rhino wheel.

-

Install acrylic “wall” where static wheel used to be.

-

Shorten channel length so that assembly fits lower into the robot to accommodate 3 rings.

[Reference EN Page:264-266]
Empty flywheel assembly

Starting position with 3 rings The acrylic wall aims the rings
and gives them spin.
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Ring Intake System Build: [Reference EN Page:125,190-191,197,207,253-262]
The ring intake has been our biggest struggle. We used a hands-on building
approach with materials we had on hand to design this system.
Evolution of Motorized Ring Intake
Multiple rows of
wheels feed the
rings up the
intake.

Bottom row changed
to experiment with
an easier ring
grip.

2nd row of wheels
removed. Round
belt and pulleys
used instead.

Black wheels
removed. Altered
green compliant
wheels only.

Round belt and
pulley system
increased from 1
to 3.

Evolution of Intake Ramp Material
Cardboard with
Gorilla Tape and
foam strip to
scrape soft tile.

Corrugated plastic
with dustpan strip
on the bottom to
scoop rings.

Back to cardboard
this time with
different
dimensions.

Hand-cut
polycarbonate
mounted on 3D
printed spacers.

Laser-cut acrylic
with cutout for
ring to drop into
holding.

Our final design is a single row of 4 modified AndyMark Compliant Wheels. A
system of pulleys and round-belts move the rings up the ramp which is laser
cut acrylic.We found thin sheet metal to be the best for moving rings from
the field into the robot. Polycarbonate and acrylic are the best for moving
rings into the shooter. Acrylic is the easiest for us to customize.

Innovate
Our Favorite Innovative Features:
● Weighted flywheel using 9mm slugs
● Original design odometry pod
● Internal wood panels mixed with aluminum
exterior.
● Custom ring stops to prevent accidental
possession of more than 3 rings.
● Modified compliant wheel to intake rings.
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EN Page:266-267,309]

A problem that we needed to solve was our ring shooting being inconsistent.
Through talking to several professionals we realized that our flywheel
needed a weight. We decided to make a 3D printed case that could hold 9mm
slugs. Why? Because one of our coaches reloads ammo and had these, which
were both compact and heavy. This adds .5 pounds to our shooter which is now
more accurate.
Innovative Custom Odometry Pod Design:

[Reference EN Page:239-242,296-298]

We decided to innovate our own odometry pod. Because of space restrictions,
we tried using only one omni wheel for our odometry instead of the standard
2. We tested using one 60mm omni wheel instead of double 38mm Omnis that
most teams use. We realized that the larger wheel, the black roller surface
was always touching the field.
We created 2 versions of these pods. Version 1 is shown in black. Changes in
version 2 featured a thicker wall that allows us to recess screw-heads. This
prevents rubbing on the mounting channel, and reduces the amount of spacers
used.
Original Sketch

Version 1 CAD

Custom Web Camera Mount:

Version 1 3D Print

Version 2 CAD

[Reference EN Page:250-252,304-305]

Because we switched to a Control Hub system,
we needed to purchase a webcam for visual
recognition. This required us to figure out
how to mount the webcam to the robot in a way
that would be secure and protected. For this
purpose, we innovated this custom mount.
Custom Geared Wobble Goal Claw:[Reference EN Page:156,275-279,307]
We wanted to make something that could grip the wobble goal while we moved
it to the correct square. We innovated a custom geared grip that could
9
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easily grasp an upright wobble goal.After building ideas that only moved the
wobble goal, we decided to also solve the problem of lifting.
(Wobble Goal Arm Design Version 2) - In CAD we designed a geared claw assembly that grips using
a servo. The arm lifts using a 3:1 gearing ratio attached to a goBILDA torque servo. The claw
grips off of the side of our robot in autonomous (far right photo).
[Reference EN Page:165-167,277]

(Wobble Goal Arm Design Version 3) - We changed the orientation of the claw so that it now faces
to the inside of the robot. This is to better fit in the 18x18 requirement at initialization.
[Reference EN Page:197-198,278,307]

Control
Autonomous Goals:This is a
priority goal for our team
and we took a most or
nothing approach.We are able
to shoot 3 powershots with
preloaded rings, place the
wobble goal in the correct
square AND park on the line
for red and blue. We can
also simply park on the line
to accommodate other robots
that can also do everything.

Blue Autonomous
Powershot+Wobble+
Park

Red and Blue Park
Delayed Start &
Park on Line

Red Autonomous
Powershot+Wobble+
Park

[Reference EN Page:215-222]

Tele-Op Goals: Reliably pick up rings and consistently shoot into the top
goal. In the end game, our goal is to drop both wobble goals over the wall
and then shoot at powershots with remaining time.[Reference EN Page:216]
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Autonomous Summary:Using a distance sensor, Perry detects if there are rings
present. If there are no rings present Perry will return 0 and move to the
next task. If rings are present,TenserFlow will be activated and return
either 1 or 4 based on the number of rings. Perry then shoots at each of the
powershots using dead wheel encoders to keep track of its location. Next
Perry places the wobble goal in the correct square and parks on the line.
Perry uses 5 external distance sensors to actively watch for other robots
and moves out of the way if a robot gets too close.[Reference EN Page:218-219]
Sensors Used:

●
●

3 dead wheel encoders.
External webcam.

●

5 External Distance Sensors.

Driver Enhancements: Our flywheel motor uses an encoder to run at a specific
RPM optimized for shooting. If the RPM is not correct, our servo will be
disabled to prevent shooting error. Perry also has 2 fronts. If our flywheel
is on, that is the front of the robot. If the intake is on, that becomes the
front of the robot. This makes for easier driving. [Reference EN Page:222]

Motivate
[Reference EN Page:15]

The mission of our team is...
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learn new skills.
Grow friendships.
Form partnerships with our local tech
community.
Gain experience.
Expand FIRST in our community.
Volunteer.
Mentor.

Outreach in the face of Covid: [Reference EN Page:25-28]
In early 2020, we started the season with many outreach opportunities
planned. One of these included the DSU Trailblazer Nation Spring Bash at
Dixie State University where we were to set up our robot and host an
activity where the public could drive our robot in an attempt to collect the
most Easter Eggs. A second event was a film project that we were invited to
be a part of for the Cedar City Hospital highlighting Laurel Dodgion. As you
may guess, these events were cancelled because of COVID restrictions and we
were left scrambling to find a new way to perform outreach in the world of
Covid.
The following graphs outline the different types of outreach we were able to
perform and an estimate of people impacted by our volunteerism and message
of STEM.
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Above: As an outreach focus, we made our EN and Portfolios available for
download on our website. Source: https://twcarobotics.com
Right: We receive many visitors to our website from all over the world!

We were able to perform over 1,000 outreach hours
impacting an estimated 16,000 people! While in-person
contact was limited we focused on outreach through
Instagram, Reddit, Discord, Facebook and our website.In
doing this we were able to connect with teams from all
over the world. We have shared our engineering notebooks/portfolios with
many teams. We also mentored 7 in-person Lego League teams and one remote
team from Taiwan.
Fantastic Dragons, Champions Award
Winners 2020 & 2021

5 teams we mentored from Coral
Canyon Elementary
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A team that Teslyn mentors from
Taiwan.
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We also work with other FTC teams in what we call “Coopertition
Partnerships.” These are teams that we help in some way, usually in giving
advice or sharing documents. In addition to mentoring the above teams, we
either volunteered,organized or assisted with FIRST events in several
different ways:
- Organized a Scrimmage at Coral Canyon
Elementary
- Volunteered at DSU FLL Qualifier
- Volunteered at DSU FLL Championship
- Set-up Hurricane Qualifier

-

Volunteered at West High Qualifier
Presented at FTC Utah Launch
Taught programming at SUU Symposium
Created FTC Utah Inspection Video
Housing a team for Hurricane Qualifier

FTC Utah Remote Inspection Development:[Reference

EN Pages:16-17, 179-180,184]

We spent this season working with Ken Keen
on developing remote inspection protocol for
FTC Utah. He had us try out the system
before the season began and provide
feedback. After the West High Qualifier,
both he and the head-ref for West were very
impressed with the efficiency of our video.
They asked if we would make an official
video that they could send to all teams
competing at Utah FTC events.
Washington County Fair, Robot Maze:[Reference EN Pages:25,53,62-66]
We set up a maze for robots at the Washington County Fair and charged $1 for
people to run our robot through. We timed the runs and the fastest run won a
stuffed platypus that we had made. We were able to raise about $200 for our
team and talk to a lot of people about FIRST and it’s programs. We thought
this would be a good idea for a hands on activity because it was an easy
setup for us to sanitize the remote between each driver.
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SciencePalooza (Dixie State University & City of St. George):
[Reference EN Pages: 27, 44]

We hosted a room with WeDo 2.0 robots where both kids and adults had an
amazing time building and programming small mechanisms.

Hurricane City Farmer’s Market (outreach):[Reference EN Pages:24,71,82,86,94]
The market donated booth space to us to both fundraise, and perform
outreach. Some of the activities we did was to set up our robot maze with
our demo bot and we did face-painting for a special Halloween market.

Sustainability Plan:[Reference

EN Page:40]

We actively recruit for our team through neighborhood friends, social media,
and outreach events. We have had several potential members attend team
meetings to see if FIRST is something that would interest them and are
hoping that some of them will decide to join our team in the future! We have
also had several interested people contact us through our website. Because
we are organized with Washington County 4H, we are able to recruit through
their teen youth programs if the need arises. 4H also gives us many
opportunities to perform outreach at its many camps and clinics which we
plan to take full advantage of when our schedule opens up after the 2021
competition season.
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EN Page:38]

It was a priority for our team to fundraise
all of our funds before the season began. We
set a goal of raising $5,000 to cover all of
our needs for the 2020-2021 season. We got
that number because we spent about $7,000 our
first season and we wouldn’t need to purchase as many materials this season.
Beyond applying for grants and looking for business sponsors, we created
items to sell in order to raise money.
Hurricane Farmers Market (Fundraising):
We made baked goods and sold fresh herbs from our
backyard gardens. Sometimes we were allowed to sell
craft items. We had a lot of interest and were able
to raise over $2000.

Platyplushies on Etsy:[Reference

EN Page:49-50]

Over the summer we sewed plush platypuses and opened
a team Etsy store. We made $164 dollars in sales
before we closed the shop to focus on building our
robot. The plan is to re-open after the season ends
to raise funds for next season.
Social-Distancing Bake Sale
(Facebook):[Reference

EN Page:58,67]

The team set up an online
ordering system and sold cookies
& fresh bread. We made $287 in
the height of Covid with a
contactless delivery/pick-up
system.
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